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Frogtown Green is resident-led and volunteer-driven. We work to make Frogtown the greenest neighborhood in St Paul

Frogtown Green runs on volunteer, resident energy. We have a very small budget this year.  Want to help expand Frogtown Green's work?  Please visit www.frogtowngreen.com/support. 

Need a Free Tree?

The details are on our website!
frogtowngreen.com/tree-frogs-pop-up-park 
or call 651-757-5970

In 2020, Frogtown Green's volunteer Tree Frogs will plant 70
trees throughout Frogtown. If you own or rent a home in the
neighborhood, one of these trees could find its new home on
your property! 

Not a homeowner? No problem. More than 65% of the
properties in Frogtown are rental, so we want to reach out
to rentals even more! Contact us and your landlord about
getting a tree! 

The Linden Tree: A Fragrant Choice
Maple, apple, cherry, pear... all familiar. But linden?

Paul's Pollinator Plots
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How Growing Green
Benefits Our Neighborhood
There's a lot going on in this world, so why does
Frogtown Green focus  on parks, plants and trees?

Thank you,
Minnesota Green! 
Many of the plants in our gardens are donated to us by MN
Green, a division of the MN State Horticulture Society which
collects donated plants from greenhouses, garden centers and
individuals and distributes them to community gardens! Thank
you for your support!

Four years ago,  Paul Nelson's interest in native landscapes 
found him asking Frogtown Green about planting pollinator
gardens around Frogtown to make a "Monarch City" in our
neighborhood. He met with eager acceptance from Frogtown
Green. Paul started by planting bee balm, milkweed and other   
pollinator-friendly plants on  a small, vacant Frogtown lot. 
 This was soon outgrown. Monarch City now flourishes at West
Minnehaha Recreation Center, where gardens surround two
sides of the Rec Center's fields.  By late July, the Rec Center
grounds will be filled with blooms and pollinators, so come by
and enjoy some fresh air and our lively garden! 

The Frogtown Green Tree Frogs have selected lindens and
maples as the shade trees of choice for our free tree giveaway
this year. Are you less familiar with linden trees than you are
with maple or apple trees? 
Don't worry, these medium to large shade trees are low
maintenance. They grow well  in full sun or partly shaded
conditions. Honey bees love the beautiful pale yellow flowers
on lindens in late spring. and turn their nectar into delicious
honey. Those same flowers can be added to tea blends to add a
flowery and sweet component. 
If you are considering ordering a free tree from Frogtown Green,
a linden tree might be just right. 

Did you know that  lower-income neighborhoods have
significantly less green space than their higher-income
counterparts? This is definitely true in Frogtown.
There's six times less green space per child in Frogtown than
the average across all neighborhoods in St. Paul!

 Such a disparity might seem minor in the face of other
issues facing low-income areas, like white supremacy, health
disparities or poverty itself. But  public health research
shows that planting trees, maintaining parks and cultivating
community gardens can reduce pollution, improve physical
and mental health, make neighborhoods safer, and even
increase the amount of money a person spends in a
neighborhood store!

Frogtown Green began with the campaign to build a new
park with an urban farm in our neighborhood. Now in our
tenth year, we're focusing on a variety of ways to make our
neighborhood greener and healthier. Join us!
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